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Resource management ensures that a project is completed on time and at cost, and that its quality is as
previously defined; nevertheless, resources are scarce and their use in the activities of the project leads to
conflicts in the schedule. Resource leveling problems consider how to make the resource consumption as
efficient as possible. This paper presents an Adaptive Genetic Algorithm for the Resource Leveling Problem,
and its novelty lies in using the Weibull distribution to establish an estimation of the global optimum as a ter-
mination condition. The extension of the project deadline with a penalty is allowed, avoiding the increase in
the project criticality. The algorithm is tested with the Project Scheduling Problem Library PSPLIB. The pro-
posed algorithm is implemented using VBA for Excel 2010 to provide a flexible and powerful decision support
system that enables practitioners to choose between different feasible solutions to a problem in realistic
environments.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Project management is the process of the coordination and inte-
gration of activities in an efficient and effective manner using limited
resources. It consists of linking resources to their respective deliver-
ables and assembling them into the whole project [1]. Resource
management is an intrinsic element of project management [2–4];
resource management ensures that the project is completed on
time and at cost and that the quality is as previously defined [5–7].
This is even more necessary for project-based companies such as
contractors [3,8,9]. In fact, project scheduling problems are one of
themost important problems that practitioners deal with in schedul-
ing, especially when they need to achieve the most efficient resource
consumption without increasing the prescribed makespan of the
project.

However, because resources are scarce, the use of resources in the
activities of the project leads to conflicts in the schedule [10]. Project
scheduling problems comprise not only resource-constrained prob-
lems but also Resource Leveling Problems, among others [11]. These
two kinds of problem consider resource consumption in two different
ways: in the former it is seen as a constraint, and in the latter the
problem is to make it as efficient as possible. Even though these two

approaches may seem similar, they are conceptually different. Both
have been widely studied by researchers and applied by practitioners,
although these two groups are unaware of the differences between
the approaches and the serious limitations imposed by the heuristics
used in the commercial software.

These two problems are defined as non-deterministic polynomial-
time hard (NP-hard) problems [12]. Thefirst approach is a regular prob-
lemknown as the Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem; its
objective is to reduce the makespan without exceeding the constraints
of resource availability [13,12]. The second, known as the Resource
Leveling Problem (from now on, RLP) is a non-regular problem; its ob-
jective is to achieve the most efficient resource consumption without
increasing the prescribed makespan of the project [14,12]. The two
problems can be combined together as a multi-objective optimiza-
tion problem, but there is always one main objective (usually the
makespan); the other objective (usually the efficient resource con-
sumption) is secondary.

Nevertheless, conventional analytical and heuristicmethods are nei-
therflexible nor productivewhen solving theRLP [15]. Some reasons for
this inefficiency are, on the one hand, that exact procedures simplify the
real problems so are not useful at offering optimal solutions with ac-
ceptable computational effort [16] and, on the other hand, that heuris-
tics offer solutions which are far from optimal, so that it is necessary
to apply metaheuristic algorithms to complex and realistic projects
[17]. Recently, important approaches have been made by researchers
to improve the efficiency of resource consumption, proposing different
heuristics which are applicable to small projects; simple examples
try to show the merits of a particular algorithm, without establishing
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clear criteria for a performance comparison between the different
algorithms [18].

Following this line of work, Liao et al. [11] proposed some ideas to
advance the RLP in realistic environments; these authors made sever-
al proposals for the development or the improvement of the RLP. Re-
garding resource allocation, these authors proposed the use of a
decision support system to assist project managers, as well as the de-
velopment of benchmarking tests for performance assessment and
comparison [11]. Concerning resource leveling, they suggested the
use of multiple resources allowing the extension of the project dead-
line with a penalty [11]. We take these proposals as challenges to be
overcome in this paper, contributing a little to the corpus of knowl-
edge in this field.

Therefore, in this paper we present an Adaptive Genetic Algorithm
(AGA) for the RLP with multiple resources allowing the extension of
the project deadlinewith a penalty; for this purpose,we use theWeibull
distribution as a termination condition, establishing an estimation of
the global optimum. The proposed algorithm is testedwith the standard
“project scheduling problem library” (PSPLIB) [18], presenting a com-
plete set of benchmarking tests. A decision support system is also
used in order to implement this algorithm. Without loss of generality,
we consider the classical resource leveling objective function: the
total squared utilization cost for a given schedule.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides the classification and formulation of the RLP. Section 3 details
the different solving procedures: exact, heuristic, and metaheuristic al-
gorithms with the new use of the Weibull distribution as a termination
condition. Section 4 describes the algorithm proposed for the RLP with
multiple resources. Computational results and the benchmarking test
are explained in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn.

2. Classification and formulation of the Resource Leveling Problem

The general formulation of the RLP requires us to consider the fol-
lowing elements:

1. The set of activities, N:

N ¼ j1; j2; ⋯; jnf g ð1Þ

n being the total number of activities.
2. The set of durations, D:

D ¼ d1;d2; ⋯; dnf g ð2Þ

where di, 1≤ i≤n is the assigned duration for each activity.
3. The set of periods of time in which these activities have to be dis-

tributed:

T ¼ t1; t2; ⋯; tp
n o

ð3Þ

tp being the deadline of the project, from now on denoted T .
4. The set of resources, R:

R ¼ r1; r2; ⋯; rkf g ð4Þ

k being the total number of resources.
5. The set of availabilities of the resources, A:

A ¼ ait ;1≤i≤k;1≤t≤pf g ð5Þ

where ait is the availability of the resource ri in the period t.

6. The set of costs, C:

C ¼ c1; c2; ⋯; ckf g: ð6Þ

7. The set SS: to distribute the performance of the activities along the
elements of the set T one needs to allocate a starting time for each
activity, given by the ordered set, SS:

SS ¼ SS1; SS2; ⋯; SSnf g: ð7Þ

SSi,1≤ i≤n, is the starting time of the activity ji. �T can be consid-
ered as the starting time of a finish dummy activity SSfinish, and
then SS becomes:

SS ¼ SS1; SS2; ⋯; SSn; SSfinish
n o

: ð8Þ

Obviously, the schedule SS is not unique; on the contrary, there are
a large number of different possibilities, according to the logic and
restrictions of the project to be performed. Each of these schedules
has significant differences in the efficiency of resource consump-
tion, and this is the reason for finding the values of SS which opti-
mize this efficiency.

8. The functions ri(S,t), 1≤ i≤k: given a schedule SS, the function ri(S,t)
is defined as the consumption of the resource ri in the period of time
t, belonging to the set T, in such a way that the consumption of the
resource ri throughout the project is given by:

ui1 ¼ ri S; t1ð Þ;ui2 ¼ ri S; t2ð Þ; ⋯;uip ¼ ri S; tp
� �

: ð9Þ

9. The function f: Given a schedule SS, the efficiency of resource con-
sumption depends on the layout of its use. Therefore, it becomes
fundamental to establish an optimal criterion for the distribution
of the resources. This is the role we want f to play in the develop-
ment of the problem. Hence, the function f will be different for
each optimization criterion to be considered.

Once we have the elements that compose the problem, a general
formulation could be:

Minimize
Xk
i¼1

cif ri S; tð Þ½ � ð10Þ

subject to:

SSfinish≤�T ð11Þ

SSi þ di þ γij≤SSj ; for all i which are successors to j ð12Þ

uij≤aij ð13Þ

where γij is the lead/lag between i and j.
Having done this, the choice of the function f, which defines the

criterion for the optimization of the resource consumption, provides
different ways of solving the problem. In the case of the RLP, the op-
timization criterion focuses on getting the resource consumption as
level as possible. Consequently, a suitable choice of f could be:

f ri S; tð Þ½ � ¼
X�T
t¼1

uit−aitð Þ2
�T

: ð14Þ

And Eq. (10) turns into:

Minimize
Xk
i¼1

ci⋅f ri S; tð Þ½ � ¼
Xk
i¼1

XT̄̄
t¼1

ci
uit−aitð Þ2

T̄̄
: ð15Þ
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